The Role of Dural Anomalies in Vein of Galen Aneurysms: Report of Six Cases and Review of the Literature

It is proposed that the vein of Galen aneurysm represents a venous ectasia secondary to an increased flow (usually caused by a deep-seated arteriovenous shunt draining either directly into the vein of Galen aneurysm or into a tributary of the vein of Galen) associated with obstruction of a dural sinus distal to the aneurysm. The closer the venous obstruction is to the vein of Galen, the better the chances are of developing obstructive (noncommunicating) hydrocephalus and the more likely it is that the venous drainage from the rest of the brain will be unaffected. The farther the venous obstruction is from the vein of Galen aneurysm, the better the chances are of developing a communicating type of hydrocephalus. The development of cardiac failure is related to the magnitude of the arteriovenous shunt. Brain damage, seizures, and hemorrhage may be related to the retrograde venous engorgement, causing impaired drainage of the healthy brain. Careful attention should be paid to the venous drainage characteristics of the lesion because the types of dural venous obstructions and anomalies vary from case to case. The term "vein of Galen aneurysm" should be abandoned in favor of the term "vein of Galen ectasia."

Since concluding our research in miniaturization of balloon devices for use with children [1], we have been involved in the treatment of patients with vein of Galen aneurysm (VGA). We report six cases of VGA, with special attention to the associated dural anomalies. Careful analysis of these cases and comparison with deep-seated arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) without VGA raises several questions.

The purpose of the present paper is to contribute to the angioanatomic analysis of the VGA, to discuss what may be the primary developmental defect, and to consider the relationship between the anomalies encountered and the clinical outcome of the disease.

Case Reports

Case 1

A 4-kg newborn girl presented with cardiac failure. Vertebral angiography demonstrated a VGA with agenesis of the straight sinus and high-flow venous collateral circulation from the VGA to the torcular (Fig. 1). There was angiographic evidence of arterial steal, but there was no retrograde venous drainage into the cortical veins or sinuses.

Case 2

A 7-kg infant boy presented with an increase in head circumference. A vertebral angiogram showed a VGA with agenesis of the straight sinus and moderately high-flow collateral circulation from the VGA to the lateral and cavernous sinuses (Fig. 2). Angiographically, no arterial steal was demonstrated, but retrograde venous drainage into the cortical veins was noted.
Case 3

A 6-kg infant boy presented with hydrocephalus and moderate cardiac insufficiency. The vertebral angiogram showed a VGA with agenesis of the straight sinus. The lesion drained into the superior sagittal sinus through an accessory straight sinus (falcial sinus) (Fig. 3). There was a moderate arterial steal but no retrograde venous drainage into the cortical veins or sinuses was noted.

Case 4

A 45-year-old man presented with subarachnoid hemorrhage; a VGA was demonstrated at angiography. Although a straight sinus was visible, the falcial sinus was also opacified. Flow into the lesion was moderately high (Fig. 4). Angiographically, no arterial steal was evident, but retrograde venous drainage into the sinuses and cortical venous stasis were demonstrated.
Case 5

An 18-month-old girl presented with a cranial bruit, failure to thrive, and nonpulsatile vessels near the medial canthus of the left eye. Angiography demonstrated a VGA with a normal straight sinus. A left jugular foramen agenesis as well as hypoplasia of the jugular foramen on the opposite side were noted. There was no arterial steal, but retrograde venous opacification of cortical veins and dural sinuses was noted (Fig. 5).

Case 6

A 20-year-old man presented with a 2-year history of headaches associated with visual symptoms, thought to be related to migraine. Two months before admission he developed ascending paresthesias first on his left side and then on his right, which spontaneously regressed. Although no abnormality was detected on neurologic examination, he developed nausea and vomiting, which led to admission and CT study. Results of the CT were thought to be compatible with VGA (Figs. 6A and 6B). Angiography showed the entire venous drainage of the left hemisphere to be converging on the vein of Galen. No arteriovenous shunt could be demonstrated. Narrowing of the vein of Galen/straight sinus junction was noted, with pre- and poststenotic ectasia (Fig. 6). The unusual venous drainage pattern was apparently caused by a venous anomaly (obstacle) preventing venous drainage toward the superior sagittal sinus and the cavernous sinus systems.

Discussion

Analysis of these six patients raised several questions and initiated our review of the literature on the so-called VGA. The normal and abnormal development of the vein of Galen and dural sinuses has been previously reviewed [2–5]. Three items, however, need further discussion and elucidation: (1) VGA and abnormal arteriovenous shunt (AVS); (2) VGA and dural obstruction; and (3) the clinical consequences of the anatomic features encountered.

VGA and Abnormal AVS

In the literature, as well as in five of our six cases, a parenchymatous AVS (with or without dural participation) is associated with VGA. However, in case 6, vein of Galen ectasia developed secondary to an increased input to the vein of Galen caused by an absence of patent superior sagittal and cavernous sinus openings. Collateral venous drainage in this case was noted to converge on the vein of Galen, as it represented the only patent channel available for drainage from the brain. The common feature of patients with VGA is the preferential venous drainage of the proximal AVS into the vein of Galen tributaries [6].
The AVS location can therefore be either within, close to, or remote from the VGA [7] and can even be infratentorial as long as the drainage occurs into a tributary of the vein of Galen. There was no anatomic similarity among the cases reported, and increased flow was a feature common to all of them. Pathologic reports, as well as unpublished material to which we had access through Dr. Halliday of the Hospital for Sick Children (1985), showed that the "venous aneurysm" demonstrated morphologic changes that could be related to the long-standing presence of arterial flow affecting the venous wall. The type of AVS or increased flow input into the VGA does not seem to correlate significantly with the occurrence of the ectatic response of the vein.

Many deep-seated AVMs although having a high flow and draining into the vein of Galen do not create significant ectasia. Although different types of shunts can be present (fistula or vascular malformation with a nidus [8]), they do not appear to be related to the size of the VGA, nor are they related to the presence of dural anomalies distal to the VGA (cases 2 and 3). Conditions in which rerouting of venous blood is apparently caused by venous obstacles located far from the VGA (case 6) can be associated with a VGA of a size similar to the retrothalamic high-flow AVS draining directly into the aneurysm (case 5). Therefore, the VGA does not seem to be the disease, but a consequence of a hemodynamic phenomenon [7]. Therefore, the existence of an obstacle distal to the vein of Galen must be postulated for a better understanding of the ectatic response of the vein to the increased input.

VGA and Dural Obstacles

Venous agenesis or thrombosis has been described in brain AVMs [9, 10], and their relation to hemorrhage has been reviewed [11]. The high frequency of straight sinus agenesis in the VGAs has been recently reported [4, 12]. As to pathogenesis, venous agenesis seems more likely than thrombosis because multiple reports in the literature fail to confirm that acquired occlusions (even acute) of the straight sinus produce a VGA [13-16]. In all our personal cases and in the published
data, whenever careful anatomic analysis has been carried out a dural venous obstacle could always be demonstrated. Various types and locations of the dural venous obstructions have been noted, the most common type being the agenesis of the straight sinus. The junction of the vein of Galen and the dural sinus seems to be a critical area. If this junction does not enlarge with the increased flow, it becomes a mechanical obstacle leading to proximal ectasia (case 3).

When a patent straight sinus is demonstrated in a patient with VGA (cases 4 and 5), an obstruction can be seen further distally, such as at the jugular foramen level (case 5). Sometimes the anatomic obstacle is difficult to demonstrate due to the superimposition of vessels, and only indirect angiographic signs will demonstrate the hemodynamic constraints, such as intense opacification of emissary veins filling the suboccipital plexuses via the mastoid vein. It is our impression that the closer to the VGA the venous obstruction is located, the larger the ectasia will be.

The development of venous collateral circulation to bypass the constraint will create a variety of pathways that can be demonstrated angiographically. Two types of collateral circulation will occur depending on the patency of the jugular foramen. In the case of agenesis of the straight sinus, the collateral circulation will bridge the VGA to the torcular (case 1), to the lateral sinus (case 2), or to the superior sagittal sinus (cases 3 and 4). The latter disposition is the one most frequently encountered and corresponds to the persistence of an embryonic sinus [3–5], which later disappears and therefore emphasizes the developmental etiology. Additional venous channels will be recruited depending on the balance between the stenosis of the venous channel and the flow through it.

Attention should be paid to retrograde flow into veins draining adjacent normal territories, such as the basal vein, the hippocampal veins, and the posterior fossa veins. In cases of dural venous obstruction along the skull base (case 5), the collateral circulation pattern will vary, as the cavernous sinus bilaterally and the emissary veins of the superior longitudinal sinus and sigmoid sinus represent the only possible drainage for both the AVS and the normal brain. Enlarged facial veins are sometimes noted in patients with VGA, and the presence of pulsations may allow one to determine clinically if they drain the normal brain parenchyma or the AVS.

Enlarged facial veins, which we encountered in one of our cases (case 5), may cause a cosmetic problem [17]. Obviously, knowledge of the cerebral venous system and dural sinuses is mandatory in order to properly analyze such difficult situations [2, 3, 6]. These venous anomalies have been previously correlated with postoperative results in the deep-seated AVMs [18]. Recently, some attention has been paid to the individual characteristics of the venous drainage of dural and brain AVMs and their relationship to the clinical presentation and complications [11, 19–21]. Proper pretherapeutic evaluation of the arterial and venous patterns of VGA in relation to the presenting symptoms is important in order to ascertain the least aggressive treatment with the best clinical results.

**Type of Dural Obstacle and Clinical Outcome**

The modes of clinical presentation of patients with VGA as related to age have been described in the literature [17, 22–26]. From the neonatal period on, VGA most frequently occurs with cardiac failure, hydrocephalus, and subarachnoid hemorrhage. Failure to thrive, intracranial, brain, and cerebral atrophy, epilepsy, and mental retardation are additional symptoms that are frequently noted as the child gets older. In the cases that we were able to review, cardiac failure was only related to the size of the AVS, not to its type (fistula or nidus) or its topography [23, 27, 28].

The dural obstruction encountered in VGA with cardiac failure was either at the level of the straight sinus or at the skull base. Although the obstruction reduced the flow, it was not sufficient to avoid the cardiac failure. However, it is conceivable that the presence of dural obstruction partially protects the cardiac function. The reduced coronary blood flow secondary to the low diastolic pressure, leading to myocardial insufficiency, represents an additional factor conducive to cardiac failure [25]. Since the presenting symptom of VGA in newborns with cardiac failure is not related to the venous ectasia but to the high output, only the correction of the shunt can improve the clinical situation.

The development of ventricular enlargement and its effect on the brain tissue (atrophy, mental retardation, etc.) has been studied and related to the site of the dural anomaly. When the venous obstruction was located at the level of the straight sinus, the collateral venous outflow channels were usually functioning adequately with a relatively moderate increase in pressure. The ventricular enlargement in this situation is due to a direct compression of the sylvian aqueduct. This obstructive (noncommunicating) type of hydrocephalus has been recognized and its mechanism has been well established [24, 29–35].

If the venous obstruction is located at the skull base, the pressure is higher in the adjacent sinuses, which causes a hydrocephalus of the communicating type with diminished reabsorption of CSF due to increased venous pressure in the superior sagittal sinus [36]. This may be in addition to obstruction at the level of the sylvian aqueduct caused by the VGA compression. A lumbo-peritoneal shunt as well as a ventricular shunt have been proposed as therapy in these cases [37]. In addition to CSF shunting, on a theoretical basis, correction of the dural venous obstruction should also improve the hydrocephalus. However, this would increase the systemic effect of the AVS and its cardiac consequences. Therefore, correction of the shunt represents the best option for decreasing the venous pressure into the VGA and the dural sinuses.

Intracranial hemorrhage is the most frequent presentation in the adult population with VGA (cases 4 and 5) [38]. In none of the reported cases was rupture of the vein of Galen itself apparent. Most of the published data suggest that the bleeding site was located far from the AVS, likely on the venous side and distal to the venous ectasia [7, 39]. Analysis of bleeding complications of brain and dural AVMs reinforce this concept [21, 40]. Epistaxis in VGA has also been reported.
The chronic arterial steal phenomenon may not be the only, or even the most important, mechanism for functional brain damage [29, 41-43]. Particularly with a distal dural venous obstruction, the retrograde engorgement of the venous channels that drain the normal brain may produce the same type of neurologic manifestations. Seizures encountered in dural AVMs with cortical venous drainage further support this hypothesis [20, 21]. Failure to thrive, observed in cases without cardiac insufficiency, is a difficult symptom to understand.

In case 5, the drainage of both the lesion and the normal brain involved the cavernous sinus and the superior ophthalmic vein. Although still speculative, a hypothalamic hypophyseal dysfunction due to retrograde venous congestion could be postulated.

The prognosis for a child presenting with a VGA remains guarded. Some reports have emphasized the spontaneous calcification of the venous ectasias and its subsequent thrombosis [44-47]. Unfortunately, the venous drainage of the lesion was not carefully studied and no criteria can be drawn from the literature to predict which VGA will calcify and thrombose. This evolution previously thought to be favorable may in fact lead to mental retardation [47, 48].

Therefore, careful attention should be paid to the patterns of the collateral venous circulation (Fig. 7) and the characteristics of the venous drainage of the normal brain. Pretherapeutic evaluation of each venous channel must be achieved especially if the surgical approach to the region may require sacrifice of some of the cortical veins [49-51]. The venous system appears to be the key factor in causing hemodynamic equilibrium or disequilibrium in patients with brain AVMs [10].

---

**Fig. 7.**—A, Schematic representation of venous drainage of cortical and deep structures of brain. 1 = vein of Galen; 2 = straight sinus; 3 = superior sagittal sinus; 4 = transverse jugular system; 5 = deep sylvian vein; 6 = superficial sylvian vein; 7 = cavernous sinus. Depending on the variant, the anterior or posterior drainage may be dominant. All intermediate arrangement stages and combinations may be encountered.

B, Deep-seated arteriovenous shunt (asterisk) draining into an enlarged vein of Galen and straight sinus (open arrow) without dural obstruction.

C, Proximal dural obstruction at straight sinus level (arrowhead) in a case of deep-seated arteriovenous shunt (asterisk). The drainage (curved open arrow) bypasses obstacle and drains into transverse sinus and jugular system. Minimal venous constraint will affect remaining brain, but vein of Galen shows marked enlargement.

D, Distal dural obstruction (arrowhead) at transverse sinus level in a case of deep-seated arteriovenous shunt (asterisk). The venous drainage of lesion will use arteriovenous system (curved open arrows) either toward deep sylvian vein or retrogradely via superior sagittal sinus, and the vein of Trollard toward superficial sylvian vein.

E, Cavernous and superior longitudinal venous outlet of deep and superficial system (arrowhead) are thrombosed or hypoplastic. The only available venous drainage is vein of Galen, which will develop moderate enlargement due to narrowing at junction of vein at dural sinus.
Conclusions

Since it has become evident that both the AVS and the dural obstruction are present in every patient with VGA, one could question whether the dural obstruction itself could produce both the ectasia and the shunt. The embryological development of vascular malformations is unknown. There is, however, definite evidence that it does not correspond to a proliferative disease [52]. A purely hemodynamic phenomenon seems possible on a chronologic basis, as the venous system matures before the arterial system and it might possibly have some retrograde influence [3]. It has been suggested that a venous obstruction could maintain the capillary network at a plexiform stage [10]. This developmental dural anomaly would then induce the persistence of a proximal AVS, which would later become a nonreversible fistula or a nidus type of lesion. A similar mechanism has already been proposed to explain parenchymatous AV shunting proximal to a plexiform acquired cerebral venous occlusive disease in an adult [53]. In our case 6, the dural obstruction came after the maturation of the capillary bed and must be related to an acquired occlusion of the dural sinuses with a moderate vein of Galen straight sinus anomaly. Therefore, all VGAs could be the consequence of a dural disease [4]. Although interesting, this hypothesis remains speculative and requires further experimental evidence to support it.

On a theoretical basis, treatment of the venous obstruction does not appear to be a desirable goal. Treatment of the shunt, in view of the collected results [25], will best be achieved by endovascular approach either for a complete (although staged) occlusion of the shunt or a partial occlusion to gain time and to control the acute situation [54]. Miniaturization of endovascular devices will allow for repeated percutaneous transfemoral approaches while preserving the femoral artery [1]. This would represent significant progress in the treatment of a frequently devastating diseases process.

The term “vein of Galen aneurysm” is improper and should be changed to “vein of Galen ectasia” whenever the AVS is into the territory of its tributaries, a situation that reflects the presence of a brain AVM. The term “vein of Galen malformation” should be reserved for those cases in which the AVS is located within the vein of Galen wall. “Vein of Galen varix” would indicate a pure venous ectasia of this vessel in the absence of any AVS.
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